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Outline

• What are administrative burdens?
• Why do burdens matter?
• Policy changes at the federal level
• Building a toolbox to reduce burdens



How does the EITC Work?







What are the Benefits of the 
EITC?



Poverty Reduction



Employment Increases



Child Benefits



• Children’s health improved

• Increase in children’s educational attainment

• Low administrative costs

Additional benefits



History of the EITC?



The Origins

• 1972 Family Assistance Plan, modeled on the negative 
income tax, fell apart. Key opponent (Senator Russell Long 
from Mississippi) instead proposed EITC.

• The desire to maintain structural racism in the labor market 
was a significant factor.  As Representative Phil Landrum, a 
Georgia Democrat, noted:  “There’s not going to be anyone 
left to roll those wheelbarrows and press those shirts.”

• Opponents to FAP ended up proposing and supporting the 
EITC – deliberate prioritization of work



Number of Beneficiaries



Average Benefit Changes



• Expansions of the EITC were favored over expansions 
to the minimum wage, with EITC pitted against 
minimum wage

• EITC broadly supported by both Democrats and 
Republicans (compared to other benefits), as well as 
businesses, employers, tax prep industry

• Recently, growing view among conservatives that EITC 
is a form of welfare (“Lucky Duckies”)

Expansions



• Initially, EITC receipt was effectively automatic for 
those completing tax returns

• This changed in the 1990s

• Following 1990s expansion, the emerging view that 
EITC recipients were “Lucky Duckies” influenced the 
program’s administration – i.e. increased auditing

Compliance Costs: FAFSA Assistance by 
H&R Block



Current Problems with the 
EITC



• 78-80 percent

Low Take-up



Confusing for Eligible Populations

• Concealed within the tax system
• Design is so complicated it causes lots of errors 

(but even those who receive it erroneously are 
still low income)

• Audits (1/3 of IRS audit resources directed 
towards EITC)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://schoolhouseconnection.org/the-financial-aid-interrogation-a-students-perspective/



How to move forward



• Draw on existing administrative data
• Auto enrollment
• Simplify the design
• More outreach

Making the EITC more Accessible

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
People with fewer reseources more targeted: student aidn- not eligible, not going to face burdensFewer resources: people are more likely to overcome burdens if they have access to certain resources: money, connections,People do less well under conditional of scarcity or ill health
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